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Executive Summary 

The main purpose of the Solar Boat Project at UPRM is to develop an integrated 

multidisciplinary design applied to solar power electric marine vehicles.  Additionally, the Sun 

Boricua Team was created to enhance the students’ educational experience developing their 

technical and non-technical skills. 

After the first participation in the Solar Splash 2016 competition, the team implemented a 

lessons learned approach to channel this year’s efforts. An in-depth analysis of the 2016 results, 

in comparison to the top 5 teams, paved the path for the 2017 team objectives.  The team decided 

there were fundamental aspects of the design that needed attention and had ample room for 

further optimization.  One of the most significant conclusions was the postposition of the 

Hydrofoil System Implementation for the 2018 Solar Splash.  

The evaluation highlighted the need to design a propeller specifically for the endurance 

competition and re-design the solar panel along with new battery selection process.  For the 

Sprint competition, the results of the analysis demonstrated the need to re design the power 

system to reduce the voltage regulation and battery selection process.  A new power electronics 

dc-dc boost converted has been developed, however it requires a new sprint propeller design to 

achieve maximum performance.  Also, weight reduction, characterization of the hull’s drag force 

and improved data acquisition were required. 

The following report presents The Sun Boricua Teams Efforts in the areas of Solar Systems, 

Electrical Systems, Power Electronics Systems, Hull Design, Drive Train and Steering and Data 

Acquisitions and Communications. 
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I. Overall Project Objectives 

 

After participating for the first time in the 2016 Solar Splash Event, Boricua Sun team developed 

a lessons-learned approach to channel their efforts.  The following objectives summarize the 

team’s finding and were the focus of last year’s efforts. 

• Improve Endurance Performance:  Last year the boat performed at 2.1(m/s) for a total of 

27 laps with solar panels.  The goal this year is to achieve 2.6(m/s), without solar panels, 

for a minimum of 33 laps. Strategies include: accurate drag measurements, optimized 

endurance propeller design, and revision of battery selection process. 

• Increase Solar Panel Capacity:  The original solar panel array supplied 460W of 

power.460(W).  The goal this year is to implement a custom made 530W solar panel.  

Implement a 530(W) Solar Panel made in house.   

• Improve Sprint Performance:  The team’s best performance in the 2016 competition was 

53 seconds.  This year’s goal is to achieve less than 30 seconds. Strategies include: 

drivetrain re-design, power system re-design, dc-dc boost converter along with a new 

sprint propeller and battery selection evaluation.  

• Weight Reduction:  The goal this year is to achieve a 20% weight reduction.   

• Improve Data Acquisition:  This is critical aspect because it enables design validation 

and testing. 
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II. Solar System 

 

A. Solar Panels 
1) Current Design:  This sub-team had the task to design and build a custom solar panel that 

could outperform our previous commercially built solar panels. The previous array was 

composed of two HighFlex Solar-HF234 solar panels, which could produce 234 Watts each, 

totaling at 468 watts.  Although lightweight (6.6 lb.) and reasonably efficient (19.2% at STC), 

they were not producing the maximum power output allowed by the Solar Splash competition, 

which is 528 Watts for student-built arrays. Restricting PV array power and dimensions to what 

is commercially available could mean a significant difference in performance for the boat. 

2) Analysis of Design Concepts:  To manufacture the PV array, we had to obtain solar cells that 

met our design requirements as closely as possible. The SunPower Maxeon solar cells were a 

good match. These cells are ~22.5% efficient, 125 mm2, semi flexible monocrystalline silicon 

cells. Each cell produces 3.45 Watts @MPPT. To achieve power production as close as 528 

Watts, 153 cells are needed, producing a maximum of 527.85 Watts. This new configuration 

with more power would increase the dimensions of the panel’s structure compared to last year’s. 

The configuration chosen was divided in 4 separate arrays as depicted in Fig. 1. In solar panels, 

relatively small shades can cause major negative impact, as far as eliminating most of the current 

produced on arrays in series. The main electrical goal was to get the most panels in parallel that 

could meet our minimum voltage required to charge a 24V battery bank.  

 
Figure 1: Conceptual diagram of solar panel's assembly with respect to the boat. 

Panel 1 has 9 cells in series. Panel 2 has 32 cells in series. These two panels are the closest to the 

driver, therefore they are most susceptible to receiving shade. Between these two in series, they 

represent less than ⅓ of our total power produced so, in any case, it makes sense to lose these 

array’s power instead losing the bigger arrays (3 and 4).  

Regarding the solar panel fabrication, two prototypes were initially considered: a semi flexible 

like last year’s array, and a solid, lightweight model. After construction, we determined that it 
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was best to develop a rigid, lightweight solar panel due 

to lack of machinery needed to make a flexible solar 

panel. The chosen PV consists of 5 layers: front sheet, 

front encapsulation, solar cells, back sheet and a strong 

foam as base, as shown in Fig. 2. Encapsulation was 

chosen in this manner to protect the cells and to provide 

adherence to the front and back sheet.  

For the top, a clear polycarbonate Lexan sheet was 

chosen instead of glass since it can provide rigidity without adding much weight. For the 

encapsulation, En-Sil Solar Encapsulation Silicon was used. During the construction of the initial 

prototypes, although pricier, a clear liquid silicon was easier to apply compared to EVA, since it 

did not require a heating and molding phase. For the back sheet, any strong, thin polymer could 

have been used. A white TPT film from Gehring Corp., usually used for solar panel backing was 

chosen due to its strength, flexibility and because it is relatively lightweight.  Instead of using a 

heavy fiberglass and aluminum base as used last year, a Foamular 250 insulation foam sheet of 2 

inch of depth was used. The entire foam base weighs only 10.5 lbs.  

Last year’s BlueSky Energy 1524ix charge controllers are still favorable for this year’s solar 

panel configuration. The 1524ix is a step-down solar charge controller with Maximum Power 

Point Tracking (MPPT) technology.  Each charge controller can handle up to 400 watts for a 

battery bank of 24V with an optimal panel voltage range of 33V-37V.  An electrical circuit 

diagram of the solar system is shown in Fig. 3. Panels 3 and 4 are connected directly to the 

charge controller 

delivering a current of 

11.86A.  An additional 

boost stage is now 

required for the panels 1 

and 2 (refer to Fig. 1) as 

their ~23V output 

voltage will fall short for 

the 33V required by the 

converter.  

 

 

  

Figure 2: Cross section of proposed 

solar panel assembly. 

. 

Figure 3: : Electrical circuit diagram of the solar system implementation 
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3) Design Testing and Evaluation: Table 1 shows a summary of the electrical and physical 

characteristics of 2016 and 2017 solar panel array.  Preliminary testing of each solar panel 

resulted in a short circuit current of 6.27A and open circuit voltages of 37V and 6.1V for panels 

2-4 and 1, respectively (refer to Fig. 1). At this early testing stage, real world graphs for the 

points of operation at different solar irradiations have not been done, but will be completed by 

the competition.  

 

 

Table 1:Solar panel electrical and physical characteristics. 

 

 

B. Battery Bank 
 

1) Current Design: Last year’s electric system design used two Duracell SLI24 connected in 

series for both the endurance and sprint part of the race. This represented a loss of 12.8V at 

350A. This year Odyssey Extreme Series batteries were utilized.  

 

Table 2:Sprint and endurance battery configuration relevant specifications 

Event Year Battery Config. 
Eq. Series 

Resistance 
Voltage 

CCA / 

Capacity 

Sprint 2016 SLI24 2 – series 24.2mΩ 24 V 550 A 

 
2017 

PC1100 

PC 950 

[2 PC1100 – series ] series 

[ 2 PC950 – parallel] 
13.5mΩ 36V 500 A 

Endurance 2016 SLI24 2 – series - 24V 45 AHr 

 
2017 

PC1100 

PC 950 

[2 PC1100 – series] 

parallel [ 2 PC950 – series] 
- 24V 60 AHr 

 

 

Parameters 2016 Array  2017 Array 

# Panels 2 2 1 1 

Dimensions 59”x39”x0.07” 395”x45.25”x2” 395”x45.25”x2” 16.5”x16.5”x2” 

 

Configuration 

54 cells/series 56 cells/series 32 cells/series 9 cells/series 

Vmppt (V) 27.8 32.59 18.62 5.24 

Imppt (A) 8.43 11.86 5.93 

Watts 468 527 

Cell efficiency  19.5% 22.5% 

Total Weight (lb) 42.3 28.2 
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2) Analysis of Design Concepts: Battery configuration for sprint segment of the race 

consisted of two Odyssey Extreme PC1100 in series with two Odyssey Extreme PC950 in 

parallel. This configuration was selected based on the maximum voltage and the cold 

cranking Amperes supplied by the configuration. This design will increase Cold Cranking 

Amperes from 550A to 900A and the voltage from 24V to 36V.  The endurance 

configuration consisted of two Odyssey Extreme PC1100 in parallel with two Odyssey 

Extreme PC950. Since the maximum weight from the batteries allowed in the competition is 

100lbs this configuration provides the most capacity while still staying under the weight 

limit. A configuration of two PC1100 in parallel with two PC1100 was considered, but that 

configuration exceeded the maximum weight limit for the competition by 10lbs, the better 

alternative10lbs therefore, a combination of PC1100 and PC950 in parallel was 

implemented Table 2 presents a summary of battery bank specifications for the endurance 

and sprint event compared to 2016 configuration. 

 

 

3) Design Testing and Evaluation: The BK 8500 DC load and the PV8500 software were used 

to obtain battery discharge profiles.  Batteries were discharged individually at 10A, 15A, and 

20A (refer to Fig. 4). Then, two PC950 and two PC1100 and a combination of one PC1100 

with one PC950 in parallel configurations were discharged. Graph #1 shows comparative 

results of batteries discharged at 20A. The PC950 were discharged in 148 mins, the Duracell 

SL24 were discharged in 158, the PC1100 were discharged in 196 mins. Using the data from 

battery discharges and some parameters given by the manufacturer the Peukert coefficient 

(refer to table 3) was calculated for the discharge model. With that model, it was possible to 

predict the time it would take a battery to discharge at 15A based of the time it would take to 

discharge the battery at other rates. Fig. 5 shows the accuracy of such model. 

 

          

Table 3:Comparative Data for Sprint Race 

Battery   #PeukertE  #PeukertM  2Hr Discharge 

Current  

Duracell SLI24  1.1286  1.1286  28.81  

Odyssey PC1100||950  1.10265  1.1797  30.75 A  
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Figure 4: Discharge Rate Duracell vs. Odyssey Extreme PC1100 & PC950 in parallel 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Battery Model Validation 

 

 

10A     15A             20A 
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III. Electrical System  

A. Efficiency Optimization  
1) Current Design: The previous electrical system was identified to have some deficiencies. 

To have an improved performing solar boat, these deficiencies must be taken care of.  Last 

year’s team used an electrical system powered by two Duracell SLI24 batteries because there 

was no data recollection during the Solar Splash. The analysis was made based on the tests 

conducted in December 2016 with 36 V batteries and extrapolated to 24 V to calculate, as 

realistic as possible, the performance’s improvement of this year’s electrical system, in 

comparison with the one used for last year’s competition.   After recollecting data from sprint 

tests, the team identified that the two biggest offenders for the boat’s overall efficiency were 

battery inner resistance and parasitic resistance. When using 36V batteries for sprint tests, the 

average voltage drop due to inner battery resistance was 7.63V using Duracell SLI24 

batteries.  Also, a 5.59V voltage drop was credited to the cable’s resistance throughout the 

boat’s electrical system.  On average, the inner battery’s resistance was calculated 

experimentally to be 36.3mΩ while the parasitic resistance resulted in 26.5mΩ.  Even though 

these resistance values are relatively small, because the batteries supply an average of 200A, 

the voltages drop in the electrical system at high currents were very significant, ranging from 

12V to 15V. 

2)  Analysis of Design and Concepts: Considering that the inner battery’s resistance was a 

main contributor to the voltage drop across the electrical system, it was decided to research 

which battery was better suited for the electrical system.  Hence, the Duracell SLI24 

batteries were replaced with the Odyssey Extreme PC1100 and PC950.  When performing 

the characterization of the new batteries, it was evident, from a previous 36.3mΩ inner 

battery resistance, the new battery only presented a 13.86mΩ, when connecting in parallel a 

PC1100 and a PC950.  At high currents, like those typically found in our electrical system 

for sprint, the new batteries would present approximately a third of the voltage drop in 

comparison to the previous configuration. On the other hand, to further improve efficiency, 

a complete electrical system reconfiguration was made, considering that the previous system 

presented high parasitic series resistance.  The two main objectives were to reduce cable 

length by optimizing space and to increase the cable’s cross-sectional area by changing from 

AWG (1 /0) to ¼” x 1” copper bus bars.  Because resistance is proportional to cable length 

and inversely proportional to the cable’s cross-sectional area, by reducing our conduction 

resistance it would translate, at high currents, on a reduction in voltage drop.    
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3) Design Testing and Evaluation:    The 

implementation of copper bus bars helped reduce the 

parasitic resistance, including the unnecessary 

switches, connections and the weight found in boxes 

and materials. In addition to the benefits previously 

mentioned, it helped reducing space occupied by the 

electrical system, which is demonstrated in Fig. 8. It 

is with the assistance of sensors that this data is 

stored providing the possibility to analyze the data 

and reach conclusions about improvements. 

Referring to the Fig.7, showing the comparison 

between recently measurements and simulations of 

the Solar Splash 2016 performance 

we can see how the performance in sprint has 

improved greatly, which is a way to test the decrease 

in voltage drop at high currents, improving time in 

the 300 meters and increasing the average speed. It 

can also be used to validate newly integrated 

components.  When analyzing the electrical system 

performance, the variables that are being stored and 

used are battery voltage, battery current, motor 

voltage, motor current, and RPM.  For the construction of the bar graph shown in Fig. 6, 

we used experimental data from December 2016 and March 2017.  To identify this year’s 

improvement in efficiency and performance, the experimental data of December 2016 

was extrapolated to represent that of last year’s Solar Splash.     

 

Fig. 6 Comparative Bar Graph between previous and new Electrical 

System. 

 

Fig. 7  Speed and Displacement comparison 
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B. Discharge Analog Controller 

 

1) Current Design:  

Last year design had no automatic system for constant discharge of the batteries. The boat 

driver would use a voltmeter and maintain a constant velocity that would discharge the 

battery at an average rate that was close to what was desired.  

 

2) Analysis of Design and Concepts: 
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Figure 9: Schematic for discharge analog controller 

Using the mathematical model and the parameters obtained through the battery discharge 

profiles, optimal discharge rate of the battery bank was identified as 30A. This discharge rate 

is of interest due to the endurance competition. As shown in Fig. 10 the solar panels are 

connected in parallel to the motor controller and the battery bank, because of this if the boat 

maintains constant speed, the variations in current supplied by the solar panels will cause the 

same variation in the current supplied by the batteries. To achieve maximize performance 

constant current is needed. A circuit that will change the duty cycle of the controller if the 

24 V 

-V motor 

+V motor 

Fig. 8 Latest Sprint and endurance configurations with copper bus bars  

 

36 

V 
300 A   

+V motor 

-V motor 

60 A   
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current from the batteries changes from 30A was implemented. The circuit consist of one 

differential operational amplifier AD629ANZ and a non-inverting operational amplifier with 

a gain of 100 (refer to Fig. 9). The AD629ANZ will compare the voltage drop in the shunt 

resistor and compare it with a reference voltage, if the voltage in the shunt is below the 

reference voltage the output voltage will be positive, the second stage will amplify the output 

to raise the duty cycle and therefore increasing the speed of the motor. A higher speed will 

require a higher current passing through the shunt resistor and once the current passing 

through the shunt reaches 30A the output will become 0V. The circuit also has some 

capacitors to filter noise and to keep it stable. 

+

V_Reference 
Throttle  

+

_

_ + +

+ _ _

_
Battery Current 

= 30 A

Panel Current (< 5.25 A)

Controler

+

_

_

+

Reference

_

+
R shunt 

Controler Current 
<35.25 A

Solar Panels

Batteries

 

Figure 10: Discharge Analog Controller Implementation 

 

3) Design Testing and Evaluation 

 
At this moment, the circuit has not been implemented therefore the evaluation of the system has 

not been able to be completed at this point.  
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IV. Power Electronics System 

 

A. DC/DC Boost Converter 
1) Current Design: Super capacitor System, currently a step-down Chopper converter (Kelly 

controls KDH12601e) is implemented, but it can only have a maximum output voltage of 

36 volts. To try to achieve the 52 volts of output voltage, the previous implementation tried 

to connect a super capacitor that charged in parallel with the batteries and discharged in 

series with the batteries. The system with the super capacitor can never be achieved 

properly for several reasons. We will discuss only the two most important. The first reason 

is that they need too many connections and switches, and this creates a voltage drop of 10 

volts. These power losses created an inefficient system for the solar boat in the competition.  

2) Analysis of Design Concepts: Competition rules limit to 36 volts the voltage in the 

batteries and no more than 52V at any point in the boat.  For this reason, we wanted to 

eliminate the super capacitor and design a new DC / DC boost converter of 36 volts input 

and a maximum output voltage of 52 volts to add a new stage (refer to Fig. 11) to deliver 

52 Volts to the chopper converter. An important specification taken into consideration was 

that there could be no more than 400 Amperes at the converter output, because this is the 

maximum current that the motor can handle for one minute. The boat has an Agni 95 DC 

motor able to operate at a maximum of 72V. The input current of the DC/DC converter is 

limited by the batteries that have a maximum current of discharge of 600 amps for one 

minute. With this improvement, the motor will give more power to the propeller and a 

higher efficiency with 52 volts rather than 36 volts.  

 

Using this boost converter, the motor will have a new point of operation. Therefore, at 52V, 

using the last propeller, the current required to operate the motor is more than 400 amperes, 

and this can cause damage to the motor. This problem is illustrated in Fig. 12.  It was 

necessary to design a new propeller for sprint to match a new point of operation in the motor 

with a current less than 400 amperes when the voltage in the motor is 52 volts. 

 

Figure 11:  Power sprint configuration 
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Figure 12: Motor points of operation and propeller 

  

3) Design testing and Evaluation: DC/DC Boost Converter Control System- As part of a 

Boost Converter, is necessary to design a control system circuit. This circuit need to be able 

to control a Transistor with a PMW signal with a duty cycle that change. This change in the 

duty cycle is determinate or proportional to a measure or signal in the circuit. For this 

project, the feedback or signal of the circuit used for determinate the value of de duty cycle 

is the output voltage. Also, the input current is measured for turn of the circuit in case of 

over current. This circuit has a driver circuit that is isolated from the microprocessor or 

control circuit. The purpose of that isolation or optocoupler is to reduce the effect of noise 

or distortions in the control system or microprocessor.  

 

Fig 13 represents the circuit implemented to control the boost converter. The area in the 

schematic named as “CONTROL_CIRCUIT” has an Arduino Leonardo to process the 

feedback signals and generate the PMW for the driver. Also, this part has two voltage 

regulators, one of 8 volts for the microcontroller and one of 5V for the circuits 

“BOOST_VOUT” and “BOOST_CURRENT. The “BOOST_VOUT” and the 

“BOOST_CURRENT” are two circuits that has differential amplifier (AD629ANZ) with a 
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different configuration with the purpose to have a different gain of amplification. The 

“BOOST_VOUT” circuit has a gain of 1/19 and the “BOOST_CURRENT” has a gain of 

19. The “BOOST_CURRENT” circuit measure a voltage drop of a “SHUNT” resistor. This 

voltage has a representation in the current that past across this resistor. The 

“DRIVER_CIRCUIT” is the circuit that isolate the boost converter to the microprocessor. 

Also, this circuit amplified the PWM signal produced for the microprocessor. This circuit 

has a different ground.  

 

Boost Converter Copper Plate Circuit Fabrication- The testing of design the DC/DC 

converter is still being made. The 

analysis conducted for calculate and 

selection the sizes of the conductors 

for the boost converter, the heat sink 

and thermal management calculation 

and boost converter design are in the 

appendix F. 

Testing for the DC/DC converter 

design (see Fig. 14) is still being made. 

The analysis conducted to calculate 

and select the sizes of the conductors 

for the boost converter, heat sink, 

thermal management calculation and 

boost converter design are in the 

appendix F.  

  

Figure 13: Control system schematic 

Figure 14: CNC Machine Copper Cutting 
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V. Hull Design 

 

A. Current Design: Last year, the Boricua Sun team tried to implement a variable angle of 

attack hydro foil system.  The main problem was the complexity of the hydrofoils control 

system. This problem produced a change on the plan and the team decided to temporarily discard 

the hydro foil system. The design is still relevant and we might revisit this approach in the future. 

 

B. Analysis of Design Concepts:  The simplification of the system meant that the hull should 

be characterized with regards to the hull drag, to further analyze the performance. The 

approached method consisted of tying up the boat and pulling in favor a against the current, 

while measuring speed.  

 

C. Design Testing and Evaluation: Afterwards, the results from both test were averaged to 

obtained a polynomial describing the hull’s drag with respect to the ship speed. Fig. 15 contains 

the representation of the 2 curves that describe the test results and the curve that describes the 

average behavior of both tests. The resulted polynomial (14.573V2+19.919V+6.385) was 

implemented in the analysis and development of the endurance propeller.  

 

Figure15: Drag Force versus Boat Speed 
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VI. Drive Train and Steering   

A. Drive Train  
1) Current Design: The previous design 

(refer to Fig. 16) was composed by a long 

drive train that held a transmission for 

hydrofoils with variable angle. The 

connection between the transmission with 

the propeller and the DC motor is the 

stainless steel shaft that goes inside the drive 

train. The transmission is a Yamato 302 

with a gear ratio of 1:0.93. A coupling was 

connected to the shaft and the Yamato 

transmission and we connected another 

coupling between the motor and the shaft. 

There are two aluminum plates that connects 

the motor case and the transmission.  

Last year, the main problem was the 

complexity of hydrofoil control system. 

Hydrofoils remain a relevant technological 

breakthrough.  However, due to time constraints the team decided to postpone the hydro foil 

systems.  

 Last year during the competition, the team spotted several issues. The original drivetrain 

was long and had problems with shallow waters and tangled algae in the propeller, this 

created an inefficiency on the system. In addition, another problem found was that the 

propeller performance was inefficient for the endurance competition and this was due to the 

fact that the propeller was designed for higher velocities.  

In order to improve competitiveness, the team decided to manufacture a drivetrain system 

that could be effective in an outboard boat. The system needed a different position for a 

better performance during the sprint and endurance competition. This implies a shorter shaft 

and a new connection to the transmission that received a reduction on drag force to transmit 

a higher efficiency on the velocity. The goal was to create a drivetrain system reliable and 

efficient. 

2) Analysis of Design Concepts: The new drive train system (refer to Fig. 17) for the boat 

applies the concept of a standard outboard boat. The main goal is to create a drive train 

system with individual specs for each event of the challenge. In the designing process of 

the new drive train system the team took in consideration some important factors for 

optimization such as efficiency, speed and reliability. To connect the motor case and the 

transmission, the team decided to create a mid-section foil form to reduce the drag. To 

transmit the motor power to the transmission the team use a shaft. The material of the 

shaft is a 316 stainless steel with a yield point of 30ksi and the ultimate tensile strength of 

 Motor case 

Rear foil

Propeller 
Transmission

Motor

Algae's not 
interfering the 

propeller 

 Motor case 

Rear foil

Propeller 
Transmission

Front foil

Motor

Algae's interfering the 
propeller 

Figure 16: Current and New Drive Train 

System Diagram 

Figure 6: Current and New Drive Train system 

diagram 
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75ksi material properties on appendix. It is unacceptable for it to fail by stresses or 

fatigue cycles. To prevent a failure on the shaft, the team analyzed the shaft deformations 

and the safety factors.  For structural analysis the formulas of DET for Von Misses 

maximum stress was used and for dynamic test the theory of Modified Goodman. The 

only stress affecting on the shaft is torsional. With the fig.G1 the tam used it to calculate 

the power that is providing the DC motor to the shaft.  The static analysis gave us a safety 

factor of 1.11 and the dynamic analysis gave us a safety factor of 2.85. All the 

calculations of safety factor can be obtained on the appendix. The shaft was directly 

connected to a Jaw coupling hub, this coupling was donated by a company called Roland 

manufacturing, coupling specs on appendix. The transmission was carefully aligned using 

two aluminum transition plates with a silicon sealer to ensure that there is no fluids 

exchange, these plates also act like the transition and adapter of the transmission to the 

aluminum foil built. All the manufacturing process was elaborated with a lathe, milling 

press machine and CNC.  

 

 

Figure 17: New drive Train system assembled and inner drive train system diagram 

 
 

3) Design Testing and Evaluation: The team was able to test it early this year. During the 

test, the team was able to view the performance for the sprint drive train assembly and get 

a significant change on the speed. Last year, using the instrumentation the highest 

velocity recorded was 6 m/s; with the new system, the boat reached a velocity of 11.44 

m/s. On figure 18, we can see the difference between tests during this year. This increase 

on the velocity represents 89.62% higher, compared with the previous drive train system. 

The problem about striking topographical features was fixed because the propeller was in 

a higher position and the sedimentation amongst algae would not impede the propeller’s 

travel.   This test proved to us that the performed specifications were successful.  
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Figure 18: Boat’s velocity from last year vs. this year. 

 

B. Endurance Propeller 

1) Current Design: Initially the team had only one propeller, which was used, for every event 

in the previous competition Solar Splash 2016. The mention propeller performed at an 

average ship speed of 2.05 m/s achieving a total of 27 laps. Although it served its purpose it 

was theorized that another could be more adequate and efficient. Therefore, it was proposed 

to create a propeller for the Endurance event in the Solar Splash 2017, which would be more 

effective in order to increase competitiveness. 

 

2) Analysis of Design 

Concepts: The design 

process began by 

comparing a 2 bladed 

geometry versus a more 

common 3 bladed 

geometry.  In a 3-bladed 

geometry the blades are 

closer to each other and 

each blade travels in the 

wake of the previous one, 

thus disturbing more the 

fluid. 3 blades propeller are 

less efficient than 2 blades, 

but at the same time 2 

blades propeller require 

bigger geometry. The 

decision was made 

regarding 3 factors; thrust, 

efficiency, and size. For the 

endurance event the speed desired could not exceed 4 (m/s), and thrust will not exceed 320 

Figure18: Motor's efficiency versus rotational velocity 
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(N). Then, for the competition, the 2-blade propeller should result more adequate for the 

purpose, given the fact that the required thrust is a low value and efficiency will be higher.  

The design parameters considered for the next stage, were rotational velocity, power, ship 

speed and hull drag along with propeller thrust, diameter and efficiency. An extensive 

comparison was made between a wide range of possibilities including designs at 0%, 40%, 

and 80% solar power gain. These designs were created using Fig. 18 considering the 

motor’s most efficient rotational velocities and operating voltage, to avoid the depletion of 

the batteries before the 2-hour mark. The resulted designs are resumed in Table 4, 

considering 0% solar power gain. The remaining tables at 40% and 80% can be found in 

Appendix E.  

Table 4: Propeller design considerations 

Power-0% 

Diameter [m] 0.30 0.35 0.40 

Advance 

Coefficient 

0.80 0.75 0.70 0.8 0.75 0.7 0.80 0.75 0.70 

Volts[V] 9.5 10 11 8.5 9 9.5 7.5 8 8.5 

Rotational Vel 

[rpm] 

609.93 648.66 725.23 531.33 570.47 609.93 450.71 490.83 531.33 

Drag Force [N] 141.72 141.07 150.84 145.37 146.87 146.39 138.71 143.04 145.37 

Velocity [m/s] 2.44 2.43 2.54 2.48 2.5 2.49 2.4 2.45 2.48 

Power1 [W] 345.80 342.80 383.13 360.52 367.18 364.51 332.90 350.45 360.52 

Propeller 

Efficiency 

0.71 0.72 0.73 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.78 0.78 0.77 

Power2 [W] 487.04 476.11 524.84 474.37 483.13 479.62 426.8 449.29 468.20 

Box Efficiency 0.85 

Powerrequired [W] 572.99 560.13 617.46 558.08 568.38 564.26 502.12 528.58 550.83 

Powersupplied [W] 622.79 627.34 633.69 609.89 620.12 622.79 589.57 604.24 609.89 

Margin [W] 49.80 67.21 16.23 51.81 51.74 58.53 87.45 75.66 59.06 
 

After selecting the most appropriate design 

for the task, Matlab’s OpenProp was used to 

further analyze the desired propeller. Fig. 19 

presents the performance curves for the 

propeller. While the behavior is as expected 

the coefficients of thrust and torque are 

considerably low. This is due to the values 

of thrust and torque designed for. Table 5 

resumes the operating point seen in Fig 19 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Performance curves for marine propeller 
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Table 5: Propeller point of operation 

 

 

 

 

 

Afterwards the resulted geometry seen in Fig. 20 

was used for exportation and CAD creation using 

NX11. The resulted CAD was then used to 

manufacture the propeller using a 3-axis CNC 

machine. The resulted propeller is expected to 

create a ship speed of 2.99 m/s while rotating at 

733 rpm, generating a thrust of 197 N and while 

avoiding the depletion of the batteries before the 

2-hour mark.  This performance is expected with 

80% solar power.  

3) Design Testing and Evaluation: Table 6 

presents the resulted propeller made out of 

aluminum 6061 chosen because it is inexpensive, 

light weight and machinable. The resulted 

propeller was then evaluated through a series of 

tests to determine it’s actual performance in 

comparison to the theoretical performance.  

 

Table 6: Performance Comparison 

Performance Theoretical Experimental 

Advance Coefficient (J) 0.7 0.63 

Rotational Velocity [rpm] 609.93 609.93 

Velocity 2.49 2.24 

 

The error percentage calculated was 10.04%. Then, assuming the same weather conditions 

and functionality, as the previous competition the expected velocity of the propeller is 

2.98m/s. Meaning a 45.4% speed increment that translates to a total of 39 laps for the 

Endurance event. A total of 12 additional laps compared to the previous competition total of 

27 laps.  

 

Resulted Coefficients  

Advance coefficient (J) 0.70 

Thrust coefficient (KT) 0.095 

Torque coefficient (KQ) 0.014 

Efficiency 76% 

Figure 20: Propeller 3D Geometry 
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VII. Data Acquisition and Communications 

 

1) Current Design: Boricua Sun’s previous hydrofoil design required a complex hard real-

time embedded hardware and software design.  It characterized the boat’s current state 

variables of raw, pitch, yaw, speed, RPM and height, using these measurements as input 

variables in a 11 variable control system that calculated the action angles of three hydrofoils 

to obtain optimal lift and stability. The 2016 system’s data acquisition, based on a Tiva C 

MCU platform along with a Xbee wireless transmitter, exhibited poor reliability in the 

wireless communication and did not provide for local data storage. After drifting our focus 

away from a hydrofoil system, a real-time embedded control system was no longer needed.  

The traditional navigation system approach adopted this year favored a sensor network 

system and wireless data transmission solely for characterization and validation purposes.  

A simpler printed circuit board (PCB), hosting the electrical conditioning circuits is now 

required for proper signal monitoring of system’s voltages and currents, motor’s rpm, and 

boat’s velocity.  Measurements of current and voltage for both motor and battery bank, 

speed, and motor RPM are necessary to ensure that the boat is working properly according to 

the point of operation.  Compiled data is then transmitted to land real time via Wi-Fi 

communication to be analyzed by our team.  

 

2) Analysis of design and concepts: Fig. 21 is a high level representation of the current data 

acquisition design.  Development was based around a LabJack T7-Pro data acquisition 

device. A sensing PCB was designed to filter and condition the incoming signals. The device 

senses, logs, and transfers wirelessly the following measurements: motor voltage, motor 

current, battery bank voltage, battery bank current, boat speed, and motor RPM. Voltages and 

currents are sensed from a voltage signal with the device’s internal Analog to Digital 

Converters (ADC) while speed and RPM are sensed as logic pulses and analyzed in software. 

In a black box sense, the system is like our previous design with the Tiva C, but the tradeoffs 

are: a local log saved directly to an internal SD card, augmented precision 16-bit ADCs,  an 

embedded Wi-Fi router, and a robust set of software libraries. This means we can sense data, 

store it and graph it in real time with minimal in-house software development. The current 

design’s main limitation is a set bound of 64kB of heap for local running user code. Our 

current design has ports available to add additional devices if needed.  
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Figure 21: Boricua Sun’s 2017 high level data acquisition and communications design 

 

The boat’s propulsion system consists primarily of a battery bank, motor controller and the 

motor. For both the endurance and sprint competition, parameters such as motor and battery 

voltage, current, speed, and RPM are variables that need to be monitored to ensure that the 

maximum performance is being achieved in any scenario. An electrical circuit was designed 

(Fig. 22) for signal conditioning using several differential operational amplifiers.  

When measuring analog signals on a circuit with a single reference to ground, usually a 

simple voltage divider may suffice, depending on the maximum voltage range the 

microcontroller can read from its ports. The maximum voltage the Labjack can measure 

without damage to the unit is 10V. The voltage range measured on the boat can vary from 

24V to 36V on the batteries and up to 52V on the motor, but since both ground connections 

cannot connect directly into the microcontroller, AD629ANZ differential operational 

amplifiers(OP-AMPS) were needed.  
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Figure 22: Sensing PCB design for signal conditioning. 

 

The signal conditioning PCB consists of six differential operational amplifiers (Analog 

Devices model AD629ANZ) as well as four RC filters. This amplifier was chosen for its high 

common mode voltage range, versatility, easily variation of internal gain, and its reliability. 

For voltage measurements, the op-amps receive a differential voltage and change the signal 

into a single ended output with respect to the op-amp’s ground multiplied by a gain of 1/19. 

To measure current, a more complex circuit was developed. Shunt resistors were added in 

series between the battery and the motor controller (the system’s input current), and between 

the controller and the motor (the system’s output current). These resistors is rated to 

withstand currents up to 400Amps. Our Kelly motor controller uses high power MOSFET’s 

that switch at 16.6KHz and vary a duty cycle of a PWM signal to control the average voltage 

the motor receives. As the duty cycle on the voltage varies, so does the current passing 

through the resistor. In theory, the signal across the resistor would also have the same duty 

cycle as the voltage, but with a small voltage drop measured in millivolts. The current 

passing through the shunt can be calculated using Ohm’s Law, measuring the voltage across 

the resistor. The AD629ANZ has a small signal bandwidth of 500kHz when configured for a 

gain of 1. When configured as a non-inverting amplifier with a gain of 20, the small signal 

bandwidth decreases by a factor of 20 to 25 kHz. This frequency is too close to the frequency 

of operation of the motor controller, which results in a signal that does not stabilize fast 

enough at duty cycles below 50%. To increase the resolution at which the Labjack obtains 

this small voltage drop, two stages of amplification was implemented. Stage 1 converts the 

small differential voltage drop across the resistor into a single ended output of gain 1 with 

respect to the microcontroller’s ground. Stage 2 then amplifies by a gain of 20 the signal 
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from stage 1, thus increasing the resolution at which the Labjack measures the voltage drop. 

Table 7 shows theoretical input and output signal ranges after being conditioned by the PCB. 

Table 7: Theoretical signal input/output conditioning factors and ranges. 

          M    Measured variable Raw signal range Conditioning factor Conditioned voltage 

range 

Motor Voltage 0-52 V X 1/19 0-2.737 V 

Motor Current   0-75mV X 20 0-1.500 V 

Battery Voltage   24-36V X 1/19 0-1.895 V 

Battery Current 0-75mV X 20 0-1.500 V 

 

 

Figure 23: High level sensing electrical schematic 

Monitoring the efficiency of the system for the endurance race is vital to maintain the boat’s 

most efficient point of operation, as well as monitoring the maximum power transfer for the 

sprint from a standstill to full speed.  

3) Design testing and evaluation: Several iterations of the circuit were made before 

obtaining the final, fully functional result (see Fig. 23). Initially, each measurement done 

with the PCB was tested individually on a controlled environment using digital multimeter’s 

and signal generators.  

For voltage measurements, the AD629ANZ was used since the first iteration. During 

laboratory testing, measurements made with our test system were working accurately 

according to the manufacturer’s specifications. When testing the circuitry to measure 
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voltage on the boat, a low pass RC filter had to be implemented to ignore low frequency 

noise that was affecting the reading. After the filter, voltage readings greatly improved, 

obtaining readings with a final resolution of ± 0.6V.  

Two differential operational amplifiers were tested to measure current using shunt resistors: 

the Texas Instruments LMP8602, with a fixed gain of 50V/V, and the AD629ANZ 

configured for a fixed gain of 20V/V. The AD629 was chosen at the end since 

measurements were far more reliable when tested on our final system.  

Initially, a single stage circuit was implemented with the AD629ANZ, receiving the 

differential voltage from the shunt resistor and amplifying it by a gain of 20. When testing if 

the circuit adequately processed the shunt’s voltage drop, the oscilloscope reading showed 

that the signal did not stabilize fast enough at relatively low duty cycles, as shown on Fig. 

24 below: 

 

Figure 24: Conditioned shunt resistor signal not stabilized fast enough at 50% duty cycle. 

 

An additional stage had to be implemented before amplifying the signal, as well as a low 

pass RC filter. This was due to the small signal bandwidth of the OP-AMP configured for 

gain 20. After adding this additional stage for current measurement, resolution varied from 

1% to 2% from the actual reading using a clamp meter, as shown in Fig. 25 below:  
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Figure 25: Stabilized measurements from shunt resistor at 50% duty cycle. 

 

After every measurement on the boat was successfully conditioned on a breadboard, a 

prototyping board was developed and its the working circuit right now. We will be 

manufacturing a final PCB for when the competition arrives.  

Data logged and transferred using the Labjack was validated using external tools on the 

devices input nodes.  A Fluke 114 electrical multimeter’s voltage measurements for the motor 

and battery bank’s current and voltages were compared to the Labjack’s measurements. A 

Strobette Model 1000 tachometer was used to validate our RPM measurement.  To test the 

system in time, we ran the Labjack with the PCB and confirmed that the incoming signals 

were not saturated or with noise. The Labjack ran for approximately 2.5 hours to see if the 

code gave any heap memory issues and Wi-Fi communication was tested on land.  

For future versions of this circuit, there are three main areas where it can be improved. 

Current and voltage measurements for solar panels need to be added on the circuit’s next 

iteration and the circuit’s resolution can further be improved designing a series of filters. Also, 

a display showing real time measurements to the boat’s driver can later on be installed. 
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VIII. Project Management 

The Boricua Sun is an undergraduate 

team sponsored primarily by private 

companies such as General Motors, 

Abbot, and Boeing, along with UPRM 

through the Industries Affiliate 

Program of the ECE Department and 

the Engineering Dean.  Team members 

of all academic years and several 

disciplines (refer to Appendix D – 

Table D-1) encompassed a natural 

balance of experience, knowledge, 

desire, drive, and determination. The 

UPRM is represented through four 

Engineering Programs: Electrical, 

Computer, Chemical, and 

Mechanical.  The senior members 

guided by the captain, Mr. Alexander 

Santos, through the sub-team’s 

structure adopted (Solar System, 

Electrical, Mechanical, Data 

Acquisition) mentored and guided the 

younger unexperienced 

students.   Such scheme along with an 

annual recruitment info session 

enables team continuity and 

sustainability for the years to come.   

Regarding the project management, 

this year the Boricua Sun adopted the 

use of 1) a web based collaborative 

mind mapping, MindMeister, and 2) 

an online project and task management solution, MeisterTask.  Initially, MindMeister enabled 

effective online collaboration of the whole team in the definition of the overall team and sub-

team objectives through an interactive visual platform (refer to Fig. 26) .  Afterwards, each 

member defined all the associated tasks required to complete each objective.  MeisterTask 

provided a highly effective web-based solution that enabled team communication, scheduling, 

time management, and task assessment accessible to all members always (see Fig. 27).  The use 

of this web-based platforms greatly increased the team’s productivity and diminished 

management difficulties. 

  

  

Figure 26: Web based collaborative mind mapping 

Figure 27: Online project and task management tool 
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IX. Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

The Boricua Sun Team performed a lesson learned analysis following the 2016 Solar Splash 

Event.  The main findings of the analysis were implemented as the objectives for this year. One 

of the most significant findings led to the postposition of the Hydrofoil System Implementation 

given the fundamental issues that needed to be addressed before implementing such a system.  

The following section summarizes the results obtained in preparation for the 2017 Solar Splash 

Event. 

Endurance:  For this event a new propeller, new solar panel and new batteries were specified.  

The solar panel has been fabricated ant the team is in the process of characterization of the 

device.  The propeller was fabricated and tested.  Preliminary performance indicated a speed of 

2.5 m/s (33 laps) at the desired two-hour battery discharge without solar panels.  

Sprint: For this event, a new power system was designed and implemented, a new (shorter) 

midsection for the drivetrain along with corresponding shaft and new batteries were specified.  A 

dc-dc boost converter with a matching sprint propeller is currently under development and might 

be ready on time for the competition.  The preliminary performance registered a reduction of 26 

seconds from the 2016 results.  The expected sprint time is 29 second. 

Table 8: Boricua Sun's competition score assessment. 

 

Other goals achieved were weight reduction, enhanced data acquisition as well as visual 

presentation of the system.  Table 8 presents a points analysis based on 2016 results and the 

expected performance given the enhancements in preparation for the competition.  The Boricua 

Sun Team has a chance of a Top-Three performance this year. 

Overall the team is very excited about this year possibilities.  There’s always room for 

improvement in many areas of the project.  However, project management, fund raising and 

transportation coordination continue to present real challenges to the team.  

 

Category 

2016 

Rank 
2016 Points 

Expected 

Rank 
Expected Points 

Endurance 6th 289/400 1st 400/400 

Sprint 7th 108/250 3rd 158/250 

Slalom 6th 39/100 2nd 68/100 

Others(mfg,report,visual, 

qualifiers) 
N/A 148/250 N/A 175/250 

Overall 9th 584/1000 Top-Three 801/1000 
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Appendix A: Battery Documentation  

 

This year two Odyssey Extreme PC1100 and two Odyssey Extreme PC950 were utilized in the 

bank for a total weight of 95lbs.  

MODEL Voltage 
PHCA** 
(5 sec.) 

CCA* HCA MCA 

Nominal 

Capacity Reserve 
Capacity 
Minutes 

Length 
inches 
(mm) 

Width 
inches 
(mm) 

Height 
inches 
(mm) 

Weight 
lbs 
(kg) 

Terminal 

Torque 
Specs 
in-lbs 

(Nm max) 

Internal 
Resistance 

(mΩ) 

Short 
Circuit 
Current 

(20 Hr 
Rate-

Ah) 

(10 Hr 
Rate-

Ah) 

 
PC950 

12 950 400 600 500 34 32 60 
9.8 

(250.0) 

3.8 
(97.0) 

6.1 
(156.0) 

20.0 
(9.0) 

M6 

Stud 

35 
(3.9) 

7.1 1700A 

 
PC1100 

12 1100 500 800 650 45 43 87 
9.8 

(250.0) 

3.8 
(97.0) 

8.1 
(206.0) 

27.5 
(12.5) 

M6 

Stud 

35 
(3.9) 

5.1 2450A 

Table A1: Manufacturer 's battery specifications  

 

*Cold Start Performance S.A.E J537 JUNE 82 
**Pulse Current 
† Can be fitted with brass automotive terminal 
Optional metal jackets available on PC545, PC680, PC925, PC1200, PC1700 and 31-PC2150 
Operating temperature range: 

PC950 and PC1100: -40°F (-40°C) to 122°F (50°C) 
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Appendix B: Flotation Calculations 

 

The buoyancy force is given by the specific weight times the volume of the component, to 

comply with Rule 7.14.2 a 20 % increase in weight was added. Table B2 shows the total weight 

and the total buoyancy force of the boat. The total Buoyancy Force for both Sprint and 

Endurance configurations has a higher magnitude than the total weight with 20% safety factor.  

Specific Weight 

(lbf/ft^3) 

62.2 

Table B1: Boricua Sun’s specific weight  

 

Component Weight 

(lbf.) 

SF * Weight 

(lbf.) 

Volume (ft^3) Buoyancy 

Force 

(lbf.) 

Drive Train Pivot 3.5 4.2 0.01 0.622 

Propeller with transmission 5.9 7.08 0.06 3.732 

Chair 2 2.4 0.05 3.11 

Batteries 100 120 0.4 24.88 

Steering System (with box) 23.5 28.2 0.6 37.32 

Motor Assembly 50.6 60.72 0.2 12.44 

Hull 77 92.4 14.1 877.02 

Controllers 55.4 66.48 0.07 4.354 

Driver 150 180 0 0 

Solar Array 28 33.6 3.5 217.7 

Sum for Sprint 495.9 595.08 18.99 1181.178 

Sum for Endurance 467.9 561.48 15.49 963.478 

Table B2: Flotation calculations spreadsheet  
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Appendix C: Proof of Insurance  
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Appendix D: Team Roster  

 

Boricua Sun’s current team is composed of 10 undergraduate students from Electrical, 

Mechanical, computer and Chemical Engineering mayors: 

Table D-1: Boricua Sun’s Current Team Members  

Name Last Names Engineering 

Program 

Studies Year Team Role 

Diego  Capre-Ramírez Computer 4 Communications 

Noel Colón Mechanical 5 Propeller and Hull designer 

Ignacio Delgado-Cay Electrical 4 Discharge Analog Controller 

José Feliciano-Cruz Electrical 4 Electrical System Design 

Alan López-García Computer 9 Communications and Electronics 

Yadiel Márquez Mechanical 5 Drive Train 

Arnaldo Rivera-Otero Mechanical 5 Propeller and Hull designer 

Emmanuel Robles-Rivera Electrical 4 PV System and Electronics 

Amanda Santiago-Blanco Chemical 3 PV System  

Alexander Santos-Lozada Electrical 8 Team Captain /Electrical Eng. 

Leader 

 

Contributions by past team members where fundamental for this year’s work: 

Table D-2: Boricua Sun’s Past Team Members  

Name Last Names Engineering 

Program 

Contribution 

Year 

Team Role 

Arturo García-Palou Mechanical 2016 Actuator System 

Guillermo García-Schmidt Mechanical 2016 Mechanical Eng. Leader 

Iván   Morales-Pérez Electrical 2016 Power Systems 

Christian Rodríguez-Merced Electrical 2016 Electronics 

Arnaldo Santiago-Acevedo Mechanical 2016 Throttle, Steering and Hull 
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Appendix E: Power design tables  

 

Power-40% 

Diameter [m] 0.30 0.35 0.40 

Advance 

Coefficient 

0.80 0.75 0.70 0.8 0.75 0.7 0.80 0.75 0.70 

Volts [V] 10.5 11.5 12 9.5 10 11.5 8.5 9.0 9.5 

Rotational Vel 

[rpm] 

670.2 747.75 786.11 591.27 630.93 670.2 510.48 551.15 591.27 

Drag Force [N] 164.5 176.82 171.51 172.3 172.41 170.04 168.64 171.94 172.3 

Velocity [m/s] 2.68 2.8 2.75 2.76 2.76 2.74 2.72 2.76 2.76 

Power1 [W] 440.86 495.10 471.65 475.55 475.85 465.91 458.70 474.55 475.55 

Propeller 

Efficiency 

0.72 0.73 0.73 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.78 0.78 0.77 

Power2 [W] 612.31 678.21 646.10 625.72 626.12 613.04 588.08 608.40 617.59 

Box Efficiency 0.85 

Powerrequired 

[W] 

720.36 797.90 760.12 736.14 736.61 721.22 691.86 715.77 726.58 

Powersupplied 

[W] 

802.41 813.44 817.48 786.08 795.04 802.41 761.90 775.19 786.09 

Margin [W] 82.05 15.54 57.36 49.94 58.43 81.19 70.04 59.42 59.51 

Table E1: 40% Solar Power Table  

 

Power-80% 

Diameter [m] 0.30 0.35 0.40 

Advance Coefficient 0.80 0.75 0.70 0.8 0.75 0.7 0.80 0.75 0.70 

Volts [V] 11.5 12.5 12.0 10.5 11 11.5 9.5 10 10.5 

Rotational Vel 

[rpm] 

732.78 810.48 848.94 653.81 695.19 732.78 573.16 613.72 653.81 

Drag Force [N] 189.97 201.54 194.23 202.82 201.77 196.46 203.45 204.73 202.82 

Velocity [m/s] 2.93 3.04 2.97 3.05 3.04 2.99 3.06 3.07 3.06 

Power1 [W] 556.61 612.68 576.86 618.60 613.38 587.42 622.56 628.52 620.63 

Propeller Efficiency 0.73 0.73 0.74 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.78 0.78 0.77 

Power2 [W] 762.48 839.29 779.54 813.95 807.08 772.92 798.15 805.80 806.01 

Box Efficiency 0.85 

Powerrequired [W] 897.04 987.40 917.11 957.59 949.51 909.31 939.0 948.00 948.25 

Powersupplied [W] 978.44 991.51 996.49 959.94 969.99 978.44 933.65 947.96 959.94 

Margin [W] 81.40 4.11 79.38 2.35 20.48 69.13 -5.35 -0.04 11.69 

Table E2: 80% Solar Power Table  
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Appendix F: DC /DC Boost Converter  

 

I. Boost Converter Equations: 
 

𝑉𝑖𝑛 = 36𝑉,   𝑉𝑜 = 52𝑉,  , 𝐼𝑜 = 280𝐴, 𝑓 = 100𝑘𝐻𝑧 

𝐷 = 1 −
𝑉𝑖𝑛

𝑉𝑜
= 1 −

36

52
= .31 

𝑃𝑜 = 𝑉𝑜 ∗ 𝐼𝑜 = 52(280) = 14.56𝑘𝑊 

𝑅𝐿 =
𝑉𝑜

𝐼𝑜
=  

52

280
= .1857Ω 

𝐼𝐿 ≥
𝑉𝑜 ∗ 𝐼𝑜

𝑉𝑖𝑛
=  

52(280)

36
= 404.44𝐴 

△ 𝑖𝐿 =
𝑉𝑜 ∗ 𝐼𝑜 ∗ 0.2

𝑉𝑖𝑛
=  

52(280)0.2

36
= 80.88𝐴 

𝐿 >
𝑉𝑖𝑛(𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑉𝑖𝑛)

△ 𝑖𝐿 ∗ 𝑓 ∗ 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
=  

36(52 − 36)

81 ∗ 100𝑘 ∗ 52
= 1.37𝑢𝐻 

𝐶 ≥
𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝐷

△ 𝑉𝑜 ∗ 𝑓
=

280 ∗ 0.31

0.5 ∗ 100𝑘
≥ 1.8𝑚𝐹 

 

II. Simulink  Simulation: 

Fig. F1: Boost converter simulation in Matlab with motor and battery model  
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Fig. F2: Simulink simulation output voltage and current  

 

Fig. F3: Simulink simulation components currents  

 

III. Heat Sinks and Thermal Management 
 

 Heat is one of the problems that kills or damages circuitry. It does not matter the 

application of the circuit, it can be for High Power Density Applications, antennas or to give 
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energy to a group of LEDs.  Heat is an important aspect and every circuit designer should take in 

consideration for every design.  

In the current design, thermal dissipation management was approached starting from the 

switchers or MOSFET for the converter, mainly because is one of the most important 

components and it absolutely needs the heat dissipation. Other components are the inductor and 

the diode. We are attacking this problem by: 

• Using heat sinks. 

• Adding fans. 

Thermal dissipation has a general formula shown below that take into account different 

temperatures between two different points and depends on thermal power and thermal resistance. 

𝑅∅ =
𝑇1−𝑇2

𝑃
 , where  𝑅∅ = 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝑇1 − 𝑇2 = 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 and 

 P = thermal power [W]. 

This is a visual representation of the formula explain above. The P it can be interpret as the 

current of the circuit, and T1, T2 can be interpret as different voltages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. F4: Simple Thermal Circuit Diagram 

 

MOSFETs do not have an internal junction, but the internal temperature is referred to as the 

junction. This junction temperature is determined by the thermal power and junction to ambient 

thermal resistance 𝑅∅, 𝐽𝐴. 

The manufacturer’s components list, specifically show the MOSFET with a junction to ambient 

thermal resistance 𝑅∅, 𝐽𝐴 as 62°C/W and a maximum junction temperature of 175°C but, 

designer prefer not to exceed 150°C to increase readability.  

If the calculations are correct and as a result the temperature obtained with the previous equation 

of 𝑅∅ gave a number over the 150°C, then a heat sink is needed. The heat sink helps in the 

dissipation of the heat by adding more area to the element that need the dissipation of the heat.   

T1

T2

P Rø 
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The following formulas are used to calculate the heat dissipation of the element with the heat 

sink attached. 

𝑇𝑠 = 𝑃𝑅∅,𝑆𝐴 + 𝑇𝐴   ; Temperature of the heat sink at near mounting point 

𝑇𝐶 = 𝑃𝑅∅,𝐶𝑆 + 𝑇𝑆 =  𝑃(𝑅∅,𝐶𝑆 + 𝑅∅,𝑆𝐴) + 𝑇𝐴  ; Temperature at device case or embodiment 

 𝑇𝑗 = 𝑃𝑅∅,𝐽𝑆 + 𝑇𝐶 =  𝑃(𝑅∅,𝐽𝑆  +  𝑅∅,𝐶𝑆  +  𝑅∅,𝑆𝐴) +  𝑇𝐴  ; Temperature at device junction 

𝑇𝐴 ; this represent the ambient temperature 

𝑅∅,𝑆𝐴 ; this represent the thermal resistance between ambient temperature and heat sink 

𝑅∅,𝐶𝑆 ; this represent the thermal resistance between the case and the heat sink 

𝑅∅,𝐽𝑆 ; this represent the thermal resistance between the junction and the heat sink 

 

The following figure is a circuit representation of the thermal dissipation with a heat sink. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. F5: Complex Thermal Circuit Diagram 

 

The formulas discussed are going to be applied to the system and will continue to be applied in 

the future of this project with more in depth research in the thermal dissipation of the system. 

• Thermal dissipation for the transistor implemented in the DC-DC BOOST Converter for 

the solar boat. 

𝑇𝑗 = 150°C  ;  𝑅𝐶𝑆 = .15°C/W    

𝑇𝐶 = 25°C  ;  𝑅𝐽𝑆 = .12°C/W    

𝑇𝐴 = 40°C   

𝑅𝑆𝐴 = 7.2°C/W    

Tj

Tc

P

Rjc 

Rcs 

Rsa 

Ts

Ta
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Total watts (W) dissipated on one MOSFET;  

𝑅∅ =
𝑇1 − 𝑇2

𝑃𝑡
=   

𝑇𝑗 − 𝑇𝑎

𝑃𝑡
=  

150 − 40

𝑃𝑡
=>      

𝑃𝑡 =
150 − 40

𝑅𝐽𝐶 + 𝑅𝐶𝑆 + 𝑅𝑆𝐴
=  

150 − 40

. 12 + .15 + 7.2 
= 14.73𝑊  

Total temperature that one MOSFET will be subjective at; 

𝑇𝑗 =  14.73(. 12 + .15 +  7.2) +  40 = 150.0331°C 

This will be for each MOSFET. The implementation of the boost converter will have two (2) 

MOSFET in parallel to divide the current between the two.  

• Thermal dissipation for the diode implemented in the DC-DC BOOST Converter for the 

solar boat. 

VS-100BGQ100 MODEL 

𝑇𝑗 = 150°𝐶  ;  𝑅𝐶𝑆 = .30°𝐶/𝑊    

𝑇𝐶 = 25°𝐶  ; 𝑅𝐽𝑆 = .50°𝐶/𝑊    

𝑇𝐴 = 40°𝐶   

𝑅𝑆𝐴 = 7.2°𝐶/𝑊    

Total watts (W) dissipated on one MOSFET;  

𝑅∅ =
𝑇1 − 𝑇2

𝑃𝑡
=   

𝑇𝑗 − 𝑇𝑎

𝑃𝑡
=  

175 − 40

𝑃𝑡
=>      

𝑃𝑡 =
175 − 40

𝑅𝐽𝐶 + 𝑅𝐶𝑆 + 𝑅𝑆𝐴
=  

175 − 40

. 50 + .30 + 7.2 
= 16.875𝑊  

Total temperature that one MOSFET will be subjective at; 

𝑇𝑗 =  16.875(. 50 + .30 +  7.2) +  40 = 175.003°𝐶 

This will be for each diode. The implementation of the boost converter will have ten (10) diodes 

in parallel to divide the current.  

 

Using Heatsink Calculator program the team can simulate the size of the heatsink necessary to 

dissipate the heat created by the elements of the circuits.  
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Fig. F6: Thermal Analysis Program 

The first step in the program let the user create the heat sink if the user desire or the program let 

you select some in the tables included in the same program. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. F7: Heatsink Data Base 

 

Once the heatsink is selected, the area of use for the element touching the heatsink is selected. 

The number of inputs are the width, length, power dissipated by the element, thermal interface 

(thermal paste) and the resistance junction-case. 

Fig. F8: Area of the element in the heatsink 

 

Next, the user inputs the ambient temperature and the air convention selecting from natural 

convention (best known as passive convention) or active cooling which includes a fan.  
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Fig. F9: Airflow convention 

The heatsink for the boost converter is 12 in by 12 in by 1 in for and it maintain the temperature 

of the elements under 150˚C this is shown in fig. F10. 

 

Fig. F10: Results for boost converter heatsink 
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Appendix G: Drive Train Design 

 

In order to analyze the shaft, a shaft analysis was executed. The shaft is on a vertical position, 
this implies and the shaft does not produce a significant moment through the shaft.  With this 
on mind, the bending stress depends on the momentum and this implies that the bending 
stress is 0.  Because there is no external force apart from the torsion, shear stress should not be 
observed. The only force affecting the shaft is the torque transmitted by the motor. The only 
stress that we have affecting on our shaft is torsional stress. To calculate the torque 
transmitted by the motor, the team made an instrument to measure the motor’s angular 
velocity, power, thrust, and boat speed. The following figure shows the behavior of the boat. 
The shaft has 3 cross-sectional areas with dimeters of 0.625in (16.51mm), 0.60in (15.24mm), 
and 0.75in (19.05mm). The analysis was made on the cross sectional area (0.65in) because on 
this area is located a keyway to transmit the torque of the motor. This keyway creates a stress 
concentration factor that represented the weakest area on the shaft.  

 
Figure 3 New stainless steel shaft 3d cad. 
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Fig. G1: Last year’s lecture of power, speed, thrust and RPM  

D=0.65in=16.51mm=0.01651m 

 

I. Static analysis:  
 

Maximum Torque: 

𝑇(𝑁 − 𝑀) =
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟(𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠)

𝜔(𝑅𝑃𝑀)
= 

8,000𝑊

1300𝑟𝑝𝑚
∗

60𝑠𝑒𝑐

2𝛱
= 58.76N-m 

 𝐽 =
𝜋

32
𝑑4= 

𝜋

32
0.01651𝑚4=7.2943𝑋10−9 

 𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (𝐾 ∗
(

𝑇𝑑

2
)

𝜋

32
𝑑4

)= 
(

58.76𝑛−𝑚)(0.01651𝑚)

2
)

𝜋

32
∗(0.01651𝑚)4

=𝑘 ∗ 66.49𝑀𝑃𝑎  

The K is the stress concentration factor that creates the keyway on the shaft. This K is equal 

to 1.6. 

𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (𝐾 ∗
(

𝑇𝑑

2
)

𝜋

32
𝑑4

)=1.6 
(

58.76𝑛−𝑚)(0.01651𝑚)

2
)

𝜋

32
∗(0.01651𝑚)4

=106.38𝑀𝑃𝑎  
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To compare the torsion on the other cross sectional area.  

D= 0.60in= 15.24mm 

𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (𝐾 ∗
(

𝑇𝑑

2
)

𝜋

32
𝑑4

)=1 
(

58.76𝑛−𝑚)(0.01524𝑚)

2
)

𝜋

32
∗(0.01524𝑚)4

=84.54𝑀𝑃𝑎  

On this area the shaft not have a stress concentration factor and this implies K=1. 

D=0.75in=19.05in 

𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (𝐾 ∗
(

𝑇𝑑

2
)

𝜋

32
𝑑4

)=1 
(

58.76𝑛−𝑚)(0.01905𝑚)

2
)

𝜋

32
∗(0.01905𝑚)4

=43.28𝑀𝑃𝑎  

On this area the shaft not have a stress concentration factor and this implies K=1. 

For the analysis we took the weakness point on the shaft that is on the cross sectional area 

of Diameter=0.65.  

Von Mises stress= the total stress on the shaft 

𝜎𝑉𝑀 = √(𝜎1)2 + (𝜎2)2 − (𝜎1)2(𝜎2)2 + 3(𝜏𝑥𝑦)
2
 

On this area the shaft does not have a stress concentration factor and this implies K=1. 

The Representation, the bending, and axial stress on the shaft and the representation the 

sum of torsional and shear stress. Previously, we demonstrated that the shaft does not have 
any stress on bending, shear and axial with this on mind the only stress on the equation is 

the torsion stress. 

𝜎𝑉𝑀 = √(𝜎𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔)
2

+ 3(𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)2 

𝜎𝑉𝑀 = √(0)2 + 3(106.38)2= 184.25 Mpa 

 

𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = 206Mpa or 30Ksi this is a material properties.  

𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

𝑆𝐹
= √(

𝜎𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔)
2

+ 3 (
𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)

2
 = √(0)2 + 3(106.38)2= 1.11 

 

II. Dynamic analysis.  
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The dynamic test depends on a mean and amplitude stress. For this analysis, we used the 

Modified Goodman theory. 

 

Fig. G2: Modified-Goodman equation 

 

On torsional stress only exist a 𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 and the 𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑 = 0.  

This simplified the equation to 𝑆𝑓 =
𝑆𝑢𝑡
𝜎𝑚

  no matter what was calculated the Se = Se 

corrected to obtain parameters of the ultimate tensile stress with correction factor for the 

selected material.  Is the ultimate tensile strength that is a material property.  

 𝑆𝑈𝑇 = 75𝑘𝑠𝑖 𝑜𝑟 515𝑀𝑝𝑎 

𝑆𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 0.5 ∗ 𝑆𝑈𝑇 = 0.5 ∗ (75𝑘𝑠𝑖) = 37.5𝑘𝑠𝑖 

𝑆𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 0.5 ∗ 𝑆𝑈𝑇 ∗ 𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ∗ 𝑘𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 ∗ 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ 𝑘𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∗ 𝑘𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 = 0.5 ∗ (75𝑘𝑠𝑖) 

 

Factors for dynamic test (surface, reliability, temperature, size and load) 

𝑲𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒇 

𝐾𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑) = 𝑎 ∗ 𝑆𝑢𝑡 .𝑏 

 

Table G3: Surface Factor Parameters Table  

 

𝐾𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑) = 2.7 ∗ 75−0.265 = 0.859      

 

𝑲𝒍𝒐𝒂𝒅 
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𝐾𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 1  

𝑲𝒕𝒆𝒎𝒑 

𝐾𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 = 𝑆𝑡/𝑆𝑟𝑡  

We have a ambient temperature that is around 20 Celsius when we look to the table 𝐾𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 = 1 

Table G4: Temperature Factor Parameters Table  

 

 

𝑲𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒂𝒃 

We decide that we want a reliability % = 99 

 

Figure 8 Reliability factor parameters 

 

𝐾𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏(99%) = 0.814 
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.  

 

𝐾𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 0.869 ∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑞
−0.097 = 0.906                  𝑑𝑒𝑞(𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔) = √

𝐴95

0.0766
 

𝐴95 = 0.0766𝑑𝑒𝑞
2  

𝝈𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒆𝒅: 0.5(75𝑘𝑠𝑖)(0.859)(0.814)(1)(1)(0.906) = 23.75𝑘𝑠𝑖= 

 

 

For dynamic  

 𝜎𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 = 0 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝜎𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 184 𝑀𝑝𝑎: 

𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 𝐾𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 [
𝑇𝑐

𝐽
] =

𝐾𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑇(
𝑑

2
)

𝜋

32
𝑑4

= 106 Mpa 

  

𝜎𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = √(𝜎𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛)
2

+ 3(𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛)2= √(0)2 + 3((106)𝑀𝑝𝑎)
2
= 184 Mpa 

𝜎𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑒𝑑 = √(𝜎𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑚𝑝 )
2

+ 3(𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑚𝑝)
2
=√(0)2 + 3(0)2=0 Mpa 

𝜎𝑎𝑚𝑝

𝑆𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
+

𝜎𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

𝑆𝑢𝑡
=

1

𝑆𝐹
   

0𝑀𝑝𝑎

163.75𝑀𝑝𝑎
+

184𝑀𝑝𝑎

515𝑀𝑝𝑎
=

1

𝑆𝐹
       Sf=2.85 

 

 

 

𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒,𝑎𝑚𝑝

= 0 
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